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Abstract
A novel dual-band conformal surface plasmons (CSPs) waveguide is designed and well studied in this
paper. In earlier researches, we have recognized that electromagnetic field of CSPs waveguide are always
confined to a sub-wavelength area and have a strong potential to be applied in devices designing.
However, almost all of the earlier CSP structures is mainly focus on the fundamental mode
characteristics with only single resonance frequency. Here we propose a innovative dual inverted-L
structure with excellent performance not only on the fundamental mode but also on a new upper mode.
This structure operates in microwave frequencies regime and shows outstanding frequency tunability
characteristic. Being different from frequency characteristics in the earlier CSP waveguides which always
used to be designed single-frequency device, dual-frequency tunability can be obtained via the dual L-type
bending branch of the periodical CSP structure. In present paper, we also realize a tunable dual-frequency
filter by changing the scaling factor of inverted-L stubs.

Introduction
Surface plasmons (SPs) are the surface electromagnetic waves(SEMs) inspired on the metal/dielectric
interface in the optical frequencies [1]. Due to the excellent performance on intensively localized
characteristic, electromagnetic field of the SPs waves can be localized around the metal/dielectric
interfac within sub-wavelength scales. This unique characteristic have attracted much attention in recent
years and shows the great potential and the broad prospect in the terahertz and microwave frequencies
application. Therefore, a lot of efforts has been made to reduce the operating frequency of the SPs [2–4].
According to Drude Model, dielectric constant of metal depends on the plasma resonance frequency and
exhibits perfect electrical conductor (PEC) properties in the microwave frequencies range.
Electromagnetic field cannot be exist in PEC and then SPs also cannot be supported on smooth PEC
surfaces. However, by corrugating the smooth metal surfaces with periodic subwavelength structures, a
novel surface mode called as spoof SPs could also be supported on metal surfaces in the microwave
frequencies range. Spoof SPs have similar characteristics to the traditional SPs and make the high-field
confined microwave circuits and components possible to be fabricated [5–7].
More recently, a ultra-thin and flexible spoof SPs, which is called as conformal SPs (CSPs), has been
proposed and offers a big step forward in developing and operating ultra-compact integrated microwave
circuits[8–13]. This proposed CSPs structure is based on a ultra-thin metal microstrip line decorated by
periodically grooves surface. According to the design guideline above, several kinds of CSPs devices have
been designed and different approaches to controll the dispersion characteristics of the CSPs have also
been investigated [14–18]. Naturally, most of research efforts, such as U-shaped, T-shaped, hole arrays or
other symmetric/asymmetric CSP structure, are mainly directed towards design and application in
fundamental mode of the CSPs waveguide[19–25]. As mentioned in earlier studies, the second-order
mode is existed in traditional CSP geometries, nevertheless, the theoretical and experimental results show
that the resonant frequency (or so-called cutoff frequency) of second-order mode is almost twice as
much as that of fundamental mode. Since the ratio of these two resonant frequencies is an almost
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constant value and the comparative magnitudes of these two values is difficult to modulate, the
adaptability and practicality of second-order mode would be limited.
In this paper, a dual-band conformal surface plasmons waveguide is proposed to achieve sufficiently
small and tunable frequency interval between fundamental mode and second-order mode. This proposed
waveguide has a periodic array of two parallel inverted-L sleeves at the upper side of a metal stripe. We
investigate the dispersion curves of this new geometry and the frequency-tunable property by changing
the length of each inverted-L sleeve. We also compare the electromagnetic field distribution of these two
modes. We investigate the properties of this waveguide by using finitedifference time-domain FDTD
simulations with CST STUDIO SUITE. Details of the waveguide design and simulational results are
displayed and analysed in the following. A dual-frequency filter device based on this theory are also
shown in this paper.

Model Construction And Result Analysis
The schematic representation of the novel dual inverted-L CSPs waveguide is shown in Fig. 1(a) in this
paper. One unit cell of this periodical structure consists of a metal stripe with subwavelength double
inverted-L stubs and an lossy FR4 dielectric substrate, where L1 is the length of the upper inverted-L
branch, and L2 is the length of the lower inverted-L branch, h1 and h2 are the height of these two invertedL geometries respectively, w is the width and d is a period of the waveguide. All geometric parameters of
the waveguide are listed in Table I. Unlike other periodic CSPs waveguides in early research, the proposed
CSPs waveguide has a more complex structure to achieve an additional upper mode. This newly
increased second-order mode comes from electromagnetic-field coupling between the parallel stub
structure and the long stripe which we treat as a metal ground plane. We will analyze the details of
frequency response with the full-wave simulated results in the following.
Table I GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS OF PROPOSED (The unit of all the parameters is mm.)
d

L1

L2

a

b

5

3.7

3.4

0.1

0.1

h1

h2

w

t1

t2

0.5

0.8

0.7

0.02

0.1

The dispersion curves of a conventional model and this novel dual-band CSPs waveguide (Prototype
single inverted-L and Proposed dual inverted-L) are presented by blue curves and red curves in Fig. 2
respectively. Black curve represents the light momentum in free space. The inset in Fig. 2 displays one
unit cell of the contrasting single inverted-L prototype, which has the same dimensions as the dual
inverted-L one besides the lack of the lower one of the stubs. As depicted in the figure, we can note that
the impedance bandwidth in the proposed model are significant smaller than that in single inverted-L
model. For the single inverted-L one, the resonant frequencies is located at 14GHz and 30GHz
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corresponding to the fundamental mode and the second order mode respectively. Apparently the second
resonant frequency is twice as much as the fundamental one. The fundamental resonant frequency value
in the dual inverted-L structure is 14.2GHz which is pretty close to that in the single inverted-L structure.
However, the second resonant frequency value is around 16GHz. which is significantly lower than that in
the single inverted-L structure. This feature makes dual-band RF devices can be designed on the adjacent
frequencies. Also note that the second mode of single inverted-L model is on the left region of the free
space light line in Fig. 2. It means that it’s a radiated mode and different from the others, in which the
electromagnetic field will radiate to the free space instead of being restrained around the waveguide.
Figure 3(a) shows the surface current density distributions of the two lowest modes in the proposed
waveguide, which is propagating along the dual inverted-L stub and excited at 14.2GHz (the left column
in Fig. 3) and 16GHz (the right column in Fig. 3) respectively. Black arrows are used to represent the
direction and magnitude of the surface current. Obviously, the excitation of these two modes correspond
to the relative surface current direction between the stubs and the ground plane. We can see that, for the
fundamental mode, the surface current of the upper inverted-L stub move in the opposite direction of the
ground plane. In contrast to the first situation, for the second order mode, the surface current of the lower
inverted-L stub move in the opposite direction of the ground plane.
According to the analysis above, the dual inverted-L structure generate a new kind of resonance mode
with a cutoff frequency of 16GHz at higher frequency due to the reverse surface current direction between
the lower inverted-L stub and the ground plane.
In order to further verify the mechanism responsible for the new higer resonance mode, the simulation
results of electric field and magnetic field distributions are also presented in Fig. 3. The veracity of the
result analyzed above can be confirmed by comparison with the field distributing characteristics of these
two modes. In Fig. 3(b) and (c), it can be seen that electric field mainly comes from the interaction of the
positive and negative charges collected at the end of stubs and mirror image of ground plane
respectively, which all due to the motion of reverse surface current.
Another particular feature of this dual inverted-L CSPs waveguide is frequency tunability characteristic.
We consider the dual inverted-L stub structure with a varying constant L1 and an invariant constant L2.
Figure 4 gives the dispersion curves with different length of L2, which is varying from 3.4 mm to 3.8 mm
with equal step 0.2 mm. The results show that, as the length L2 increases, the resonant frequency of the
second order mode falloff significantly and move gradually towards the fundamental resonant frequency.
Further analysis reveals that this second order mode is suppressed in the waveguide when its resonant
frequency is close to or even below the fundamental one. Thus, for the present parameters, this second
order resonant frequency can be tuned in the range of 16 to 14.8GHz. It is well suited for dual-band RF
devices designing with flexible operating frequency selection in large-scale. In addition, unlike second
order resonant frequency, the fundamental resonant frequency are almost disassociated with the
parameter L2.
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By using this design methodology, a dual-band bandpass filter device is presented and discussed in
Fig. 5. The proposed filter is composed of a coplanar waveguide and a dual inverted-L structure array.
The dual inverted-L structure has the same schematic configration and periodicity as it has in Fig. 1. The
width of the narrow input port is t2 and a tapered section is adopted to match the impedance between the
narrow input and the main part of the filter. We present the results of reflection coefficient S11 of the
proposed filter in Fig. 5(b) with t3 = 0.3mm, t4 = 1.8mmand w = 0.7mm. We can see that in the 14.2GHz
band S11 is below 0.6 dB, meanwhile, in the 16.2GHz band S11 is below 1 dB. We can find from Fig. 5(b)
that the frequency interval between these two pass band can be tuned in a wide range. The second-band
shift from 16.2GHz to 15GHz as the parameter L2 increased from 3.4mm (blue curve) to 3.8mm (red
curve). By contrast, the position of first-band is almost immovable. Bandpass frequency selectivity of
such filter correspond exactly to resonant frequencies of the proposed waveguide in Fig. 4. The results
shows that strong operability and high flexibility can be achieved by utilized this methodology for device
designing.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that a novel dual inverted-L CSPs waveguide can support a new
upper mode and achieve much lower frequency interval between the fundamental mode and the upper
mode. With an varying structural parameters of lower inverted-L strip, the proposed waveguide can
provides a more flexible and changeable frequency interval than that of a conventional CSPs waveguide.
By using this feature, we also realize a dual-band bandpass filter whose frequency selection
characteristic can be controlled by the geometry parameters.
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Figure 1
One unit cell element of the proposed dual inverted-L CSPs waveguide on lossy FR4 dielectric substrate.
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Figure 2
Dispersion curves of the fundamental and second mode for the single inverted-L and dual inverted-L
CSPs waveguides, in which the blue line corresponds to the single inverted-L and the red line corresponds
to the dual inverted-L structure.

Figure 3
(a) surface current density, (b) magnetic field and (c) magnetic field distributions for the fundamental
mode and the second-order mode at 14GHz (left) and 16GHz (right) respectively
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Figure 4
Dispersion curves for different lower inverted-L stub length L2= 3.4, 3.6, 3.8 mm.
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Figure 5
(a) Schematic configuration and (b) reflection coefficient S11 of the proposed spoof CSPs filter.
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